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Abstract— Paper illustrates the key features of the control valve model of TrainDy, renewed to be compliant with wagons that equip
composite brake blocks type k in their braking systems. TrainDy is an international software owned by UIC (The International Union
of Railways) and used by major Railway Undertakings in Europe to perform computations of Longitudinal Train Dynamics.
Composite brake blocks type k equips new or revamped freight trains in Europe and are used to reduce train noise caused by
particles of friction material between wheel and rail. This topic is particularly relevant since a relevant part of freight traffic in
Europe is performed during night and many railway lines are close to highly populated areas. Paper shows the validation of this new
model against experimental test campaigns performed at bench and in real field and made available for the revision process of UIC
CODE 421 for freight train interoperability.
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material have developed two types of shoes. First type is
labelled as “type k” (or k-blocks) and second type is labelled
as “type LL” (or LL-Blocks); these types of shoes have
values of friction coefficient higher than P10 and similar to
P10, respectively. Because of its higher friction coefficient,
employment of CBB type k requires a substantial renewal of
wagon braking system: for example, brake cylinder is
usually replaced with one of smaller cross section, control
valve (or distributor) is redesigned, brake leverages are
changed and so on. Moreover, friction coefficient variability
with speed and normal force (between wheel and shoes) is
lower than P10 and this guarantees better performances in
terms of Longitudinal Train Dynamics (LTD).
LTD deals with the study of relative motion of adjacent
railway vehicles running in track direction; LTD is a key
factor in determining safety of freight trainsets: in fact, high
in-train compressive forces can determine train derailment
[4]. High in-train tensile forces are also dangerous, since
they can disrupt trains (because of draw gears failure),
causing a freight traffic inefficiency. LTD studies are carried
on not only by Research Centres and Universities but also by
Railway Undertakings, in order to develop longer and
heavier freight trains. Reference [5] provides an excellent
review of this matter and in [6] there is a benchmark of
several LTD simulators coming from all over the world. Of
course, such studies require a statistic approach [7], as

I. INTRODUCTION
European freight trains, differently from passenger trains,
mainly employs brake blocks in their braking devices.
Friction material of brake blocks is mainly cast iron P10
(P10) and it equips more than the 75 % of European freight
wagons. Experimental tests carried out by UIC (The
International Union of Railways) have proved that one of the
main reasons for freight trains noise is caused by the cast
iron particles, which keep attached to wheels after a braking
and determine noise during the rolling of wheels on rail.
Since a relevant part of railway freight traffic occurs during
night and many railway lines are close to highly populated
areas, noise reduction has become a relevant issue. In order
to overcome this problem, since July 2006, all new or
retrofitted wagons have to be conform to regulation [1].
According to some studies [2], by using composite brake
blocks (CBB), it is possible to reduce emitted noise at 100
km/h up to 10/15 dB, with respect to P10 brake blocks,
because CBB keep the running surface of wheels smooth,
reducing wheel/rail contact noise. However, train noise
reduction is appreciable if at least 75%-80% of trainset
wagons are equipped by CBB. Since introduction of CBB is
considered the preferred option to achieve a substantial noise
reduction, according to the prescriptions of UIC CODE 5413 [3], main European Manufacturers of CBB friction
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3) Filling, according limiting curve or brake pipe
pressure drop: In-shot function is followed by air
pressure increment in brake cylinder according to
“limiting curve” or “transfer function”. Usually,
wagons close to the source of air pressure drop (i.e.
close to the traction unit) follow the “limiting curve
profile”, whereas wagons far from the source of air
pressure drop follow the “transfer function”.
4) Plateau: When air pressure reaches the maximum
value, it remains constant until air pressure in brake
pipe does not increase because of a brake release.

requested by UIC CODE 421 [8] for freight trains
interoperability and, among the papers in literature that
cover this topic, we can mention here [9] and [10].
In 2009, UIC has created the TrainDy Special Group,
formed by the major Railway Undertakings and brake
Industries of Europe, with participation of the University of
Rome Tor Vergata (URTV), to enhance the TrainDy
software, originally developed by URTV validated against
Trenitalia data in [11]-[12] and internationally in [13]. This
software is currently subjected to upgrade of some of its
modules, in view of a revision process of UIC CODE 421,
needed also according to [14].
As mentioned before, in order to model, in LTD
simulations with TrainDy, wagons equipped by CBB type k,
it is necessary to renew its model of Control Valve and its
friction material module. This paper focuses on the first
topic whereas the other is still under development and
testing against experimental data, also as a result of
approaches that the authors have developed in other works
[15].

Figure 2 summarizes the first two phases, whereas Figure
3 synthetizes the last two phases, which refer to a train in
braking position G (“Goods”). Curves, in both figures, refer
to brake cylinders of first and last wagon of the train.
As shown by Figure 3, limiting curve is defined by two
values of time: the first is the time, after brake cylinder
initial filling (i.e. start of application stroke phase), needed to
reach the 95% of maximum pressure (t95); the second is the
time to reach the 100% of maximum pressure (t100). By these
times and by the final point of in-shot function, a parabolic
curve is computed with null slope at t100. Figure 4 shows a
typical transfer function of a control valve for braking and
brake realise manoeuvre. Transfer function is a design
characteristic of control valve and it provides, in a quasistatic way, the pressure in brake cylinder knowing the local
pressure in brake pipe. In reality, as the experimental results
of this paper clearly show, air pressure in brake cylinder
does not follow exactly the behaviour imposed by transfer
function, but it is close to it. During a braking, control valve
numerical model in TrainDy imposes to the time value of air
pressure in brake cylinder to be equal to the minimum value
between the limiting curve and transfer function.
Comparing the real behaviour showed in Figure 1 with the
curves modelled in Figure 2 and Figure 3, it is clear that
TrainDy model of control valve approximates the filling of
brake cylinder, even if it is capable to replicate its main
features: air pressure oscillation, during the application
stroke or in-shot functions are not permitted, as they happen
in reality. A more accurate modelling of control valve
requires a higher computational effort, because of the
complexity of fluid-dynamic problem. Anyway, practical
effect of this approximation is negligible, as reported in [11],
and one of the aims in designing the models of TrainDy is to
find a trade-off among accuracy and computational
efficiency. Therefore, first two phases are based on a
mathematical (arithmetic) model; the other two are based on
curves that can be derived by the design of control valve.
Maximum value of pressure in brake cylinder changes
according to wagon payload; there are several design ways
to achieve this task, but the result is the same and it can be
split into:
a) Two stages of pressure: typical of “old” empty-load
devices, where according to payload value, the wagon
is set in “empty” or “loaded” (or “laden”) condition.
b) Infinite stages of pressure: typical of “recent” autocontinuous devices, where according to payload value,
the wagon braking force changes continuously from
low values (“empty” condition) to high values
(“loaded” condition).

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
A. Control Valve Model
In UIC braking scheme, control valve (or distributor) is
the device that transforms the air pressure drop in brake pipe
(BP) into an air pressure increase in brake cylinder (BC); at
this aim, it spills the pressurized air from the auxiliary
reservoir (AR). This device has to be compliant with UIC
CODE 540 O [16]. Figure 1 shows the time evolution of air
pressure in two brake cylinders of a 600 m train.

Fig. 1 Filling of first and last brake cylinder of a 600 m train

Following the time evolution of air pressure in those two
brake cylinders (the first is placed at the beginning and the
second at the end of the train), it is possible to split the brake
cylinder filling into four phases (see also [17]):
1) Application stroke: It is the first phase of brake cylinder
filling when pressure rises in a short time because the
hysteresis and the counteracting forces are overcame.
After initial “spike”, air pressure is maintained constant
for a certain time or until the air pressure, in brake pipe,
is above a certain value.
2) In-shot function: After application stroke, air pressure
in brake cylinder rises according to a linear function.
At this end, it is enough to specify the duration and the
final pressure reached at the end of in-shot function.
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Fig. 2 Application stroke and in-shot function
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Fig. 3 Limiting curve and transfer function
Releasing/braking transfer function

In order to simulate the specific behaviours of control
valves used for wagons equipped with CBB shoes type k, the
previous (standard) model of TrainDy has been generalized,
in order to meet one of the aims of UIC CODE 421, i.e. to
create models able to increase the types of wagons
manageable by TrainDy. Differently from previous model of
control valve, the new one is capable to manage different
values of pressure in brake cylinder, according to gross mass
(i.e. payload plus tare) of the wagon, in order to simulate:
a) Application stroke.
b) In-shot function.
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Fig. 4 Control valve transfer function for braking and releasing manoeuvre
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For intermediate values of gross mass, linear interpolation
of input data is used. Moreover, the time for in-shot function
in braking position G is different from the counterpart in P
(“Passenger”). The ratio of such times is the same of the
ratio of the time to reach maximum pressure in brake
cylinder in the two braking positions (usually this value is 56). Furthermore, since, in some cases of empty conditions,
the target pressure is lower than the application stroke or in
shot function pressure, pressure in brake cylinder follows the
value of the pressure in brake pipe according to the transfer
function. In standard TrainDy model, the pressure in brake
cylinder cannot decrease during a braking application after
in shot function and this result in pressure value that does
not oscillates. In order to match experimental curves, this
behaviour needs to be changed. Finally, since some devices
exhibit peaks of air pressure in brake cylinders, control valve
model has been generalized in order to manage a peak of air
pressure, during the application stroke phase. All these
models are validated in next section.

been considered acceptable during TrainDy certification
[13]. It should be considered that the maximum air pressure
in brake cylinder is never equal to 3.8 bar (typical of UIC

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 5 Time evolution for air pressure in brake cylinder for an emergency
braking performed in empty conditions: braking position P is above, and G
is below

A. Model Validation vs. Experimental Tests
During the development of the new control valve model
described before, some representative experimental tests
have been taken into account. Experimental tests can be
divided in two types:
a) Bench tests: three devices tested, performing several
types of braking applications.
b) Field tests: one device tested, in two nominally equal
braking applications.
First control valve tested at bench changes maximum
pressure in brake cylinder according to wagon gross mass.
Three loading conditions have been tested:
a) Tare (Empty), tests from A19 to A24;
b) Intermediate payload, tests from A25 to A30;
c) Full load, tests from A31 to A36.
For each loading condition, there are 6 tests since each
loading condition is further divided in three types of braking:
a) Emergency braking (target pressure in brake pipe
equal to 0bar);
b) Service braking (target pressure in brake pipe equal to
3.5bar);
c) First time braking (target pressure in brake pipe equal
to 4.5bar).
Finally, each braking, has been performed in braking
position P and G, characterized by different times to reach
the maximum pressure in brake cylinder. The overall
number of tests for this device is equal to 18.
Since it is not possible to report all tests, for sake of
conciseness, we report the following results for both braking
conditions in:
 Emergency braking in tare conditions, in Figure 5;
 Service braking in intermediate conditions, in Figure 6;
 First time braking in full load conditions, in Figure 7.
It is worthwhile to point out that the results have been
obtained with the same input settings, without any further
adjustment. In all circumstances, the agreement among the
experimental tests and the numerical counterparts is
satisfying, since the absolute error is always less than 0.2 bar
and relative error is always less than 5%: such values have

Fig. 6 Time evolution for air pressure in brake cylinder for a service braking
performed in intermediate load conditions: braking position P is above, and
G is below

Fig. 7 Time evolution for air pressure in brake cylinder for a first-time
braking performed in full load conditions: braking position P is above, and
G is below
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different; on the contrary, they should be the same.
Experimental rising of air pressure is somehow oscillating,
differently from numerical results, because numerical model
does not take into account for all moving parts and contact
hysteresis. During application stroke, experimental spikes
are all different, whereas the numerical ones are all set at the
same value, as it should theoretically happen. In spite of
such differences, the developed numerical model of control
valve is able to handle also this type of device, since it is
able to catch its most relevant features.

brake cylinders), for the reported tests, since emergency
braking has been performed in tare conditions, where the
maximum air pressure is below 3.8 bar. For the other two
braking conditions (service and first-time braking), the
maximum pressure in brake cylinder is below 3.8 bar,
because the air pressure drop in brake pipe is relatively
“small”, i.e. not able to allow the control valve to fill the
brake cylinder up to 3.8 bar.
Similar results, with the same level of agreement, can be
found for the other two devices tested at bench:
a) An empty-load control valve with two levels of
maximum pressure in brake cylinder: one for empty
condition and another for load condition. For this
device, the same three types of manoeuvre are tested:
emergency, service and first-time braking. Control
valve performances in braking position P and G are
tested. Twelve tests have been performed.
b) An empty-load control valve with only one level of
maximum pressure in brake cylinder: variation of
braking force is obtained mechanically, by changing
the rigging ratio. This device has been tested for the
same braking manoeuvres both in P and in G. Six tests
have been performed.
Hereby, each device, is characterized by a specific set of
parameters, in order to build a “device library”, for TrainDy.
The last validation test refers to a field test performed
with a different family of control valve and it is reported in
Figure 8, where experimental measurements are reported in
solid line and numerical results are reported in dashed lines.
The same colours are used for the same wagons. Performed
manoeuvre is an emergency braking in empty conditions and
in braking position P; train length and mass are
approximatively 530 m and 1000 ton, respectively. There are
two field tests, the results of the two are similar since they
perform the same manoeuvre and here only one of them is
reported, for sake of conciseness. For this type of control
valve, during the application stroke phase, the air pressure
can be very high for a short time. This behaviour has been
numerically modelled by a parabolic curve.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Paper reviews the numerical model of control valve used
in TrainDy software, certified by UIC against more than
experimental tests. It also introduces a generalization of this
model in order to simulate control valves. typically used on
wagons equipped with composite brake block (CBB) shoes
type k. Control valve model is based on some equivalent (or
calibrating) parameters that need to be set, by comparison
against experimental tests. Procedure is not complex, and it
can be automated, too. Almost forty experimental tests
(bench and field test) have proved the accuracy of the new
developed model and paper shows the matching
experimental vs numerical for some of them, including one
real field test. Once parameters identification is performed,
the specific device is “mapped” and it can be used in
TrainDy software for computation of Longitudinal Train
Dynamics (LTD). This work belongs to the stream of
revision process of UIC CODE 421 for the international
freight train traffic. By this model, it is possible to simulate
wagons equipped with CBB shoes type k, with a level of
accuracy better than before, because of the model
generalizations implemented. By this type of model, a better
accuracy for computed in-train forces is expected for wagons
equipped with CBB type k.
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